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Introduction 

 

The Teachers Handbook was developed to support the presentation "Fast Fashion, but at 

what cost?".   

The presentation that accompanies this booklet can be completed in either a 40-minute class 

without the activities or an 80-minute class with video and activities.   

Carrie Ann Moran, a sustainable fashion consultant, compiled this project for and on behalf 

of Waterford City and County Council to raise awareness of fast fashion's environmental 

impacts as part of Waterford City and County Council environmental education programme 

for schools. 

Please note all content is ownership of the author, and any unauthorised use or replication of 

this booklet and or presentation cannot be done without the consent of both the author and 

sponsor.  

 

All queries should be directed to:  

 

Ella Ryan  

Email: eryan@waterfordcouncil.ie 

 

Carrie Ann Moran  

Email: carrieannmoran@gmail.com 

 

 

 

mailto:carrieannmoran@gmail.com
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Slide 1-3: Introduction, Contents and Sponsorship 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

Fast fashion is a term used to describe a fashion business model that has evolved since the 

1980s to create increased numbers of new fashion collections with quick turnarounds and 

often lower prices. The way we make, use and throw away our clothes is unsustainable. 

Textile production contributes more to climate change than international aviation and 

shipping combined, consumes lake-sized volumes of fresh water and creates chemical and 

plastic pollution. The most sustainable garment is the one we already own. Repairing, re-

wearing, reusing, and renting are preferable to recycling or discarding clothes. This teaching 

guide for secondary school teachers forms part of Waterford City & County Council's 

environmental education programme. It will help to both raise and discuss the issues 

surrounding fast fashion with pupils. 

 
 

Objectives and Learning Outcomes: 

 

The purpose of this presentation/project is to highlight the environmental impacts of fashion, 

for students to become aware of these impacts and perhaps change attitudes towards fast 

fashion. 
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Slide 4: What is Fast Fashion? 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

By the mid-2000s, the fast fashion model dominated the fashion industry. It is characterised 

by super-fast, offshore production in countries that offer the lowest wages, the least 

regulation, and the fewest protections for workers and the environment.    

The idea is to get the newest styles on the market as fast as possible, so shoppers can snap 

them up while they are still at the height of their popularity and then, sadly, discard them 

after a few wears. It plays into the idea that outfit repeating is a fashion faux pas and that if 

you want to stay relevant, you have to sport the latest looks as they happen. It forms a key 

part of the toxic system of overproduction and consumption that has made fashion one of 

the world's largest polluters. Before we can change it, let's take a look at the impacts of this 

industry. 

In the late 1990s and 2000s, low-cost fashion reached its zenith. Online shopping took off, 

and fast-fashion retailers like H&M, Zara, and Topshop took over the high street. These brands 

took the looks and design elements from the top fashion houses and reproduced them quickly 

and cheaply. With everyone now able to shop for on-trend clothes whenever they wanted, 

it's easy to understand how the phenomenon caught on. 
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Slide 5: Consumption and Fast Fashion  

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

Between 2000 and 2015, thanks to "fast fashion", global clothing production doubled from 

50 billion units to 100 billion units.  Every year we produce and, on average, 100 to 120 billion 

garments globally, 70% end up in landfills or incinerated.  10 -15 % of all textiles ever produced 

end their life on the cutting room floor due to poor design and production methods. 

Some issues with overconsumption of clothing:  

• Constant over-production of cheap clothing has resulted in colossal waste 

• Since 2000 clothing consumption has doubled   

• Creates disposable clothing 

• We are systematically undervaluing the actual cost of fashion and externalising the 

problems to the developing world  

• 30% of clothing in wardrobes have not been worn in over a year  
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Slide 6-7: Activity 1 

 

Objectives and Learning Outcomes: 

 

The objective of this activity is for students to start relating to the clothes that they wear.  To 

understand and question where they purchased the item and how many times have they 

worn them. 

 

Early on in the presentation, this activity embeds a relationship, perhaps an emotional 

connection with clothing, which will bring about more connection and empathy with the 

issues raised throughout the presentation. 

 

Whilst there is no actual right or wrong to this activity, it is more an awareness activity. 

 

Later on, there is a suggestion for students to partake in the "30 wear challenge" for reuse 

month in the presentation.  Perhaps a revisit to this activity to see if student's mindset has 

shifted and if they will wear their clothes more now that they understand how clothes are 

made, where they are made, and both the human and environmental impact of them. 
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Slide 8-9: True Cost of Fashion 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

Fast fashion's impact on the planet is enormous. The pressure to reduce costs and speed up 

production time means that environmental corners are more likely to be cut. Fast fashion's 

negative impact includes its use of cheap, toxic textile dye, making the fashion industry the 

second largest polluter of clean water globally after agriculture. That's why Greenpeace has 

been pressuring brands to remove dangerous chemicals from their supply chains through its 

detoxing fashion campaigns through the years. 

Cheap textiles also increase fast fashion's impact. Polyester is one of the most popular fabrics. 

It is derived from fossil fuels, contributes to global warming, and can shed microfibres that 

add to the increasing levels of plastic in our oceans when it's put through the wash. But even 

"natural fabrics" can be a problem at the scale fast fashion demands. Conventional cotton 

requires enormous quantities of water and pesticides in developing countries. This results in 

risks of drought and creates huge amounts of stress on water basins and competition for 

resources between companies and local communities. 

The constant speed and demand mean increased stress on other environmental concerns 

such as land clearing, biodiversity, and soil quality. The processing of leather also impacts the 

environment, with 300kgs of chemicals being added for every 900kg of animal hides tanned. 

The speed at which garments are produced also means that more and more clothes are 

disposed of by consumers, creating vast quantities of textile waste. In Australia alone, more 

than 500 million kilograms of unwanted clothing end up in landfills every year. 

Fast fashion impacts garment workers who have been found to work in dangerous 

environments, for low wages, and without fundamental human rights. Further down the 

supply chain, there are the farmers who may work with toxic chemicals that can have 

devastating impacts on their physical and mental health, a plight highlighted by the 

documentary The True Cost. 
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Animals are also impacted by fast fashion, by the toxic dyes that are released in waterways 

and the microfibres that are often ingested by ocean life. When animal products such as 

leather and fur are used, animal welfare is put at risk. Numerous scandals reveal that real fur, 

including cat and dog fur, is often being passed off as faux fur to unknowing shoppers. The 

truth is that there is so much real fur being produced under terrible conditions in fur farms 

that it's actually become cheaper to produce and buy than faux fur! 

Finally, fast fashion can impact consumers themselves, encouraging the "throw-away" culture 

because of both the built-in obsolescence of the products and the speed at which trends are 

produced. Fast fashion makes us believe we need to shop more and more to stay on top of 

trends, creating a constant sense of need and ultimate dissatisfaction. The trend has also been 

criticised on intellectual property grounds, with some designers alleging that their designs 

have been illegally mass-produced by retailers. 
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Slide 10: Cotton Production and the Aral Sea 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

Cotton, albeit a man-made natural material, contributes to the freshwater shortage globally 

due to the vast quantities required during farming and production. It can take approximately 

2,700 litres of water to produce one cotton t-shirt.  Additionally, the manufacturing of 

conventional cotton uses high levels of pesticides and hazardous chemicals, which then leach 

into waterways and surrounding grounds impacting ecosystems and humans living in the 

area.  The huge amounts of pesticides cause 350,000 farmer deaths a year and a million 

hospitalisations. 

The image is of the Aral Sea - the Aral Sea was once the world's fourth-largest lake, home to 

24 species of fish and surrounded by fishing communities, lush forests and wetlands.  

Due to the production of cotton in the area is has now completely dried up.  

The environmental impact of losing the Aral Sea is not yet known; what we do know is that 

the cotton that destroyed it is cotton picked by forced labour and destined for European 

shops. This is the reality of a subcontracted, deregulated industry not bound by any global 

environmental or minimum wage legislation. 

Points on water use:  

• One cotton T-shirt requires approx. 2,700 litres of water to produce  

• Jeans require 7,000 to 10,000 litres  

Further reading and links :  

 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/oct/01/satellite-images-show-aral-sea-basin-completely-

dried 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/oct/01/satellite-images-show-aral-sea-basin-completely-dried
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/oct/01/satellite-images-show-aral-sea-basin-completely-dried
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Slide 11: Polyester and Oil / Synthetic Materials 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

The carbon footprint of a garment largely depends on the material it is made from.  

 

Polyester, for example, a synthetic material, may have less impact on water and land than 

grown materials like cotton but emits more greenhouse gasses per kilogram as it relies on 

high volumes of non-renewable finite resources such as crude oil.   

 

Synthetic materials such as polyester now account for nearly 70% of all materials – it uses 98 

million tonnes of oil globally. 

 

Question  

Did you know your clothes were made from oil?   
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Slide 12: Chemical Dyes used in Textile Production   

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

The colour of the clothing you are wearing is not created with colours from nature but rather 

colours derived from dyes and their chemicals. 

The picture sourced is from Green Peace to highlight the denim industry effect on waterways 

in China. 

Pollution from clothing occurs throughout every step of the supply chain, from the 

conventional growing of crops using pesticides to the dying of textiles and their toxic 

chemicals to how we care for our clothing.   

Dyes and chemicals used throughout can leach into the soil, contaminating both surface and 

groundwater and impacting ecosystems.  Textile processing is accountable for 20% of all 

freshwater pollution.    

 

Points for discussion  

• Textile production is the most chemically intensive industry on earth. 

• Twenty percent of industrial water pollution comes from textile dyeing and finishing 

treatment. 
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Slide 13: Microfibre Pollution   

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

How we care for our clothing through washing and drying has a large environmental impact 

with textile microfiber pollution, now becoming a very topical subject. 

One wash of clothing can release up to 700,000 microfibers into our water systems. 

Other things to think of is to lower the temperature of your wash to 30 degrees which can 

help save up to 40% of electricity over one year, and don't forget to switch to natural washing 

detergents/soaps to avoid any nasty chemicals.  

You can invest in a guppy bag or cora ball to catch these microfibers in the washing machine.  

 

Points to discuss:  

 

• Most recent research shows that 500,000 tonnes of microfibres (equivalent to 

50billion plastic bottles) are released into the oceans every year (microfibre pollution) 

   

• Washing one 6KG wash of synthetic clothing can release up to 700,000 microfibers 

into our water systems.  
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Slide 14: Human Cost   

 

Beyond the environmental impact, the fashion industry is closely linked to labour, gender, 

and poverty issues.  Globally, fashion and textiles are among the most labour-intensive 

industries, estimated to employ more than 60 million people worldwide and directly linked 

with labour issues vastly driven by the cost of labour, with many brands seeking out the 

cheapest route.    

An estimated 21 million people are entrapped in modern-day slavery, where millions of 

people are forced to work with little or no pay under the threat of violence and horrific 

working conditions. 80% of the workforce throughout the supply chain are women, often 

subjected to violence and sexual harassment.   

77% of UK retailers believe there is a likelihood of modern-day slavery in their supply chain. 

 

Further Reading: 

 

Rana Plaza and Fashion Revolution 

 

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/rana-plaza-factory-disaster-anniversary-

what-happened-fashion-a9478126.html 

 

 

  

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/rana-plaza-factory-disaster-anniversary-what-happened-fashion-a9478126.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/rana-plaza-factory-disaster-anniversary-what-happened-fashion-a9478126.html
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Slide 15: Climate Change  

 

Content for discussion:  

 

The fashion industry, in its current linear form, is unsustainable and is now confirmed as one 

of the world's biggest contributors to climate change.  Globally the industry is reported to 

account for between 8% and 10% of the world's annual carbon emissions. In 2015, 

greenhouse gas emissions from textile production totalled 1.2 billion tonnes of CO2, which 

was more than that of all international flights and maritime shipping combined.  In addition, 

with consumer demand for new clothing growing exponentially (fast fashion), experts predict 

that the fashion industry could account for a quarter of global emissions by 2040.   

 

Question for students:  

 

Did you think that fashion impacts climate change? 
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Slide 16: Landfill and Waste  

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

Globally, fashion is responsible for 92 million tonnes of waste being dumped in landfills every 

year, with this projected to rise to 148 million tonnes by 2030.   

In Ireland, many (non-sourced) figures as to the number of textiles we dispose of annually 

(figures ranging from 225,000 to 250,000 tonnes) are quoted.  The truth is, these figures have 

been collected from different sources and are roughly estimated, so it is difficult to confirm.  

However, we do know that as a nation in 2018, 80,000* tonnes of textiles were discarded 

through our kerbside collection, which of course are then destined for landfill, incineration, 

or reuse, a figure that has startingly doubled since 2008.   

To put this into perspective globally, the equivalent of 1 rubbish truck of textile waste is 

landfilled or burned every second. Less than 1% of the material used to produce clothing is 

recycled into new clothing, with many textiles exported to the "rag" trade infiltrating both 

local communities and landfills. 

*Textiles, including unwanted clothes and household furnishings and linen, accounted for 

80,000 tonnes of waste in 2018, making up 10 per cent of the contents of general household 

waste bins, nine per cent of organic bin contents and three per cent of recycling bin contents. 
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Slide 17-19: Activity 2 

 

Objectives and Learning Outcomes: 

 

The purpose of this activity is for students to check the labels on their clothing and see what 

material the clothing is made from. 

If these garments were sent to a landfill, how long would it take for days to decompose?  

Follow the instructions on the slide to calculate the clothing's landfill life. 

This activity should bring awareness to the student so as to not send clothing to landfills via 

waste collections. 
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Slide 20: Video Textile Mountain  

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

This is an optional video for the students to watch should you have the time within your class 

length.   

 

The video is approximately 23 minutes long and highlights where textiles are being sent and 

how it impacts communities in parts of the world.   

 

Class Discussion:  

 

Following the activity and video, perhaps have a small discussion about what we could all do 

with clothing at the end of its life. 
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Slide 21-22:  Sustainable Fashion 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

Before we look at what sustainable fashion is, let's look at the definition of sustainability. 

Sustainability is based on three pillars – Environmental, Social and Economic OR People, 

planet, profit. 

The most widely-used definition of sustainability as defined in the Brundtland Report, 

published by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), in 1987: 

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (Evans & Peirson-

Smith, 2018) 

What is sustainable fashion? 

Sustainable fashion refers to clothing designed, manufactured, distributed, and used in 

environmentally friendly ways. 

Sustainable fashion is partly about producing clothes, shoes, and accessories in 

environmentally and socio-economically sustainable manners and more sustainable patterns 

of consumption and use, which necessitate shifts in individual attitudes and behaviour.  

However, fashion companies have many ways to offer a more sustainable fashion and for 

consumers to consume more sustainably.  

 

  

 

 

  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Brundtland-Report
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/milestones/wced
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Slide 23-25: Circular Economy and Fashion   

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

A circular economy is an alternative to a traditional linear economy (make, use, dispose of) in 

which we keep resources in use for as long as possible, extract the maximum value from them 

whilst in use, then recover and regenerate products and materials at the end of each service 

life. 

A circular fashion economy approach to the industry involves moving away from our 

traditional linear 'take, make and dispose of' model. It works to achieve a model whereby 

fibres/fabrics/garments are kept in use and at their highest value.  Better use of raw materials 

and water, increased use of recycled fibres, and designing clothes that are easy to recycle at 

end-of-life are smart design elements that the fashion industry is increasingly paying 

attention to.   A greater circularity of textiles and sustainable clothing will inevitably lead to a 

healthier environment and a prosperous, growing economy. 
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Slide 26: Sustainable Development Goals 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals, set by the United Nations in 2015, are a road map 

intended to guide action that balances human needs with environmental health. The goals 

are a global agenda, a to-do list that will end poverty, inequality and achieve environmental 

sustainability by 2030.   

The fashion industry can achieve sustainability by integrating the goals across its supply chain 

to protect the environment and the people working throughout. The industry can be directly 

related to the following goals; SDG 1: No Poverty; SDG 3: Good Health and Well Being; SDG 4: 

Gender Equality; SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation; SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic 

Growth; SDG 12: Sustainable Development and Consumption; SDG 13: Climate Action; SDG 

14: Life Below Water and SDG 17: Partnerships Goals.  
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Slide 27-28: Reuse and Fashion 

 

Content for Discussion:  

 
Even the greenest garment uses resources for production and transport to your home, 

creating an environmental impact.  Buying second hand, swapping, and renting clothing keeps 

clothing already made in circulation and is one of the most sustainable things we can do with 

clothing. 

 
A very famous quote summaries reuse of clothing:  

"The most environmentally sustainable jacket is the one that's already in your closet…" 
 

 Patagonia's Chief Product Officer Lisa Williams 
 

By reus ing 1kg  of  used c lothing , you can save:  

• 3,6kg of  Co2 emissions  

• 6000L of  water consumption  

• 0,3 kg  of  the use  of  fert i l isers  

• 0,2kg of  the use of  pesticides  

 

Slide 29-30: Repair and Fashion  

 

If clothes are damaged or stained, think twice before throwing them out, as most of them 

consist of synthetic, non-biodegradable fibre and will just pile up in the landfill.  Sometimes 

with a bit of imagination, you can repair or even redesign a torn garment. 

Similar to reuse, repairing a piece of clothing can save water, energy, and CO2. 
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Slide 30-40: What can you do to be sustainable?  

 

Content for Discussion:  

All slides through this section are self-explanatory. 

Throughout this section, various organisations, books, podcasts etc., for additional reading 

and as a further source of information are highlighted for both teachers and students. 

Slide 39 - Irish brands using "waste" to creatively upcycle  

 

These Irish designers and brands have been chosen as they exemplify sustainability and 

circular models across reuse, repair and upcycling in fashion. 

The Upcycle Movement: https://theupcyclemovement.com/pages/our-story 

Bags and accessories are made from upcycled wetsuits and made for everyday adventures. 

Handmade with respect for the environment and a passion for a more sustainable world.  

Each piece is unique and carries character from its adventurous past.  10% of this collection 

goes to Seal Rescue Ireland. 

Attention Attire: https://attentionattire.ie 

Attention Attire creates limited edition, handmade outerwear and accessories from upcycled 

camping gear left behind at Ireland's music festivals. Each piece is crafted with recycled 

materials that would otherwise end up in a landfill. This isn't fast fashion; this is forward-

thinking fashion. 

Rediscover Fashion:  http://www.rediscoverycentre.ie/rediscover-fashion/ 

 

Rediscover Fashion is Ireland's leader in circular fashion, and it is located in the National 

Centre for the Circular Economy in Dublin. It was established in 2008 as a social enterprise to 

produce 100% redesigned and repurposed clothing, accessories and homeware ranges. 

https://theupcyclemovement.com/pages/our-story
https://attentionattire.ie/
http://www.rediscoverycentre.ie/rediscover-fashion/
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Feedback from Students    

 

To complete the presentation, some questions that may help a Q and A to wrap up the session 

and spark conversation. 

Were you surprised at the information we discussed? 

What did you find most surprising/startling? 

Will you do anything different after today? 

Can we as a class do anything differently? 
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